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Your Food Cravings Might Be Telling You Something
By Julie Lachman, ND LLC

We all have foods that
we like and maybe
some that we dislike.
That’s normal.
However, we can
use the foods that
we really like or
maybe like a
little too
much
to help
tell us
what our
body may
be missing.
One thing that
commonly goes
overlooked,
especially for
children, is
something
called pica. Pica

occurs when people eat
things that are non-food
items. It’s most commonly
thought of as children
getting lead paint dust
into their mouth from old
homes, but it can also
be eating glue or pencil
erasers. Most commonly it
is actually that they may
chew ice.
If you or anybody in your
family chews ice, that
is a clear sign of iron
deficiency. It may not
show up on your blood
test, so you need to ask
for a special test called
ferritin. Or, take an iron
supplement--just look for
a non-constipating one.
And, increase iron-rich
foods until the craving
resolves: black beans,
nuts, leafy
greens, liver
(which is actually
the best source),

molasses, and nuts.
I leave out meat here
only because sometimes
eating too much meat
can have the opposite
effect, but small amounts
are definitely fine and can
help in this area.
For women, a salt
or vinegar craving
can indicate a
low progesterone
hormone, which we
can address naturally
with homeopathy and
botanical medicines.

adequate enough to put
the carbohydrates from
your meal into your cells,
leaving your cells hungry
and telling you to go eat
chocolate. The nutrients
that help with this are
called chromium and

vanadium. Also, dietary
modifications with lower
carbohydrates would be
indicated as well.
Do you have other
cravings? I’d like to hear:
office@drlachman.com.

If there is an issue you would like me to
discuss in a future article, just send a
message to office@drlachman.com.

What about sugar
cravings? If, after a meal,
you have that sensation
where you just want one
little bite of something
sweet, you probably
have a condition called
insulin resistance. This
means that the insulin
that was produced for the
meal you just ate wasn’t
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